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Reviews / Historia Mathematica 33 (2006) 359–376 361the humanities, and indeed virtually the entire realm of knowledge have, to a greater or lesser extent, injected math-
ematical methods and results into their disciplines to the point where progress is contingent upon the analysis of
mathematically based systems. Mathematics and mathematicians thus find themselves in demand as resources. Math-
ematicians are therefore in the enviable position of being rewarded for a pursuit that they would be glad to undertake
under more exacting conditions. Such however, was likely not the case historically.
On reading articles in this anthology one is tempted to ask what motivation, what incentives, led these writers to
devote their energies to this estimable pursuit. To be sure, commerce demanded some arithmetic, while geometric
techniques, such as finding the area of a plot of land, were likewise strong motivations. But why were some of these
writers obsessed with Pythagorean triangles, for example? Why search for solutions of exotic equations? These and
similar questions may be asked after perusing this volume. To be sure, there may have been occasions when “practical”
questions dictated the need, but in the final analysis the most convincing inducement for this pursuit is that given by
Jacobi: “Pour la gloire de l’esprit humain” (“For the glory of the human spirit”), a motivation that continues to propel
modern-day scholars as well.
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The papers in this volume are the products of a conference held in the year 2000 on the general theme of “The
transmission of mathematical ideas.” The suggested model for all contributions was a 1983 Historia Mathematica
article by K. Vogel, entitled “Ein Vermessungsproblem reist von China nach Paris,” in which the author noted striking
similarities in the methods of triangulation used to find the height of a distant object in texts from ancient China, India,
Islam, and medieval Paris [Vogel, 1983]. (An English translation of his original article is given as the first item in the
collection.)
As can be expected in a collection of conference papers, the contributions differ considerably in the degree to
which they emulate Vogel’s example. Indeed, only two of the 19 attain the broad intercultural reach of his original
paper. Clearly the most sweeping effort is made by J. Høyrup, who compares geometrical and measure problems from
Old Babylon to medieval Europe without omitting a single major civilization in between. Unfortunately, packing so
much information into so small a space leaves the paper overwhelming and unfocused, so that it produces no clear
conclusions. A better result is achieved by J.L. Berggren, who compares the methods used to approximate π and
irrational roots from Babylon to Europe. His division of the methods into seven types allows a quick summation of
transmission routes that is quite instructive. Also noteworthy is A. Bréard’s comparison of problems of pursuit in
China, India, and Europe, which offers the novel suggestion that the original motive for these problems came from
studying planetary motions in astronomy.
Most of the remaining papers confine themselves to making comparisons between two cultures or within a single
culture, but four ignore the conference theme altogether and publish conventional studies of specific texts or topics.
In this group we can place M. Bagheri’s edition of “A New Treatise by al-Kashi on the Depression of the Visible
Horizon,” which provides a text, a translation, and a detailed analysis, and U. Rebstock’s study of an early practical
arithmetic in Arabic, the Tadhkira of Abu ’l-Hasan al-Qurashi (d.1067). Also of this type are J.P. Hogendijk’s study
of the anthyphairetic ratio in al-Mahani (860), al-Nayrizi (880), and al-Khayyami (1100), which concludes that al-
Mahani’s theory was based on a lost Greek original, and J. Sesiano’s “Reconstruction of Greek Multiplication Tables
362 Reviews / Historia Mathematica 33 (2006) 359–376for Integers,” which uses Coptic and Byzantine sources to show that such tables fall into two broad classes—short
“elementary” and longer “extended” or “professional” versions.
Of the papers that compare only two cultures, the majority look at the Orient. K. Chemla and A. Keller compare
the study of quadratic irrationals in China and India; B. van Dalen looks at Islamic and Chinese astronomy under the
Mongols; and K. Plofker studies iterative approximations in India and Islam. But the most original study is surely that
of A. Volkov, who looks at the transmission of a Chinese mathematical treatise to medieval Vietnam.
Only three papers study transmission between East and West. L. Dun compares the method of false position and
Hero’s method for determining the purity of gold in China and Europe, while T. Levy examines how Islamic mathe-
matics provided sources for Hebrew mathematics from the 12th to 16th centuries. Finally, D. Pingree goes against the
usual grain of East-to-West transmission by studying “Philippe de la Hire’s Planetary Theories in Sanskrit.” Of those
papers that look within a single culture, S.R. Sarma studies “The Rule of Three and Its Variations in India,” while A.
Djebbar compares mathematical practices in eastern and western Islam.
Finally, two papers confine themselves exclusively to Europe. R. Franci looks at the river-crossing problem from
Alcuin to Tartaglia, while M. Folkerts studies “Regiomontanus’ Role in the Transmission of Mathematical Problems”
from Italy to Central Europe. A final “internalist” paper may well be the best in the volume. C. Burnett’s study of
“Indian Numerals in the Mediterranean Basin in the Twelfth Century” traces the detailed history of the eastern and
western forms, using original manuscripts, tables, and photographs to make a significant contribution to this complex
story.
As is all too common with conference volumes, the greatest failing is the absence of a summary chapter that can
unify these disparate papers and provide some overall conclusions regarding the nature and patterns of mathematical
transmission. Despite this weakness, and the tendency of some papers to skirt the stated theme of the conference, it
must be said that every one is of the highest scholarly quality, with most founded on the careful study of original
documents and unpublished manuscripts. Simply as a collection of outstanding articles in the history of mathematics,
this volume is worthy of note.
Geographically, there is a clear preference for the Orient; only two of the 19 contributions are devoted exclusively
to medieval Europe and only a few of the rest include the West as the source or target of transmission. All of the
remaining papers focus on Islam, India, and China. Temporally the focus is clearly on the Middle Ages, broadly
interpreted as the years 500 to 1500 A.D. Høyrup and Berggren might begin in antiquity, but only Sesiano’s study
of classical Greece and Pingree’s look at 18th-century astronomy fall entirely outside these boundaries. This volume
might thus find its most appropriate home in the personal collections of those scholars who are most interested in the
history of mathematics in the medieval Orient.
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In his Geography, Claudius Ptolemy (second century C.E.) did for Greek mathematical cartography more or less
what he had done in his Almagest for Greek mathematical astronomy. That is, he synthesized the chief results of
